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Dominance, the bidirectional hypothesis, and
Pavlovian backward conditioning

in the US-US paradigm

DAVID S. TUBER
The Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio

Based upon considerations raised by Soviet research, the role of relative stimulus intensity,
or dominance, in the unconditioned stimulus-unconditioned stimulus (US-US) paradigm was in
vestigated under circumstances presumed favorable to the backward conditioned response (CR).
Using the classically conditioned forelimb response of the cat, a brief shock (US1) delivered to
one forepaw preceded a shock (US2) to the opposite forepaw in paired conditioning fashion; sub
jects in the control group received explicitly unpaired presentations ofthe stimuli. Conditioning
in both the forward and backward directions was evaluated by the appearance of contralateral
eRs on test trials to each of the USs. In Experiment 1, a ratio of the intensities between US1
and US2 of 100:80 was used to create a relative dominance in favor ofthe backward CR. In addi
tion, to evaluate the suggestion that the appearance ofthe backward CR is retarded in the Pav
lovian paradigm, overtraining was provided to a forward conditioning criterion of 200%. In Ex
periment 2, the cats were exposed to successive reductions in the intensity of US2 to verify
manipulations of dominance reportedly involved in the reactivation of a latent backward CR.
Although forward conditioning was readily established to US1, there was no evidence of back
ward conditioning to US2 under any of the conditions.

Despite the preeminence of the traditional Pavlovian
paradigm as a model for the associative process, its failure
to provide evidence for the backward conditioned response
(CR) stands in marked contrast to a growing body of sup
port based upon methodologies in which the effects of un
conditioned stimulus-conditioned stimulus (US-CS) pair
ings are assessed by their modification of an instrumen
tal behavior (cf. Spetch, Wilkie, & Pinel, 1981). With
the exception of Wagner and Terry's (1975) results, the
results of Pavlovian backward conditioning in this coun
try have been negative; have revealed inhibitory
processes; or, in apparently successful experiments, have
failed to withstand the challenge of an evolving control
methodology (see reviews by Cautela, 1965; Hall, 1976,
1984; Mackintosh, 1974). Whether this discrepancy
reflects merely a difference in sensitivity between the two
paradigms or a distinguishing feature of different
processes is not clear. In this area of research, few broad
parametric investigations have been undertaken (Switzer,
1930; Wolfle, 1932); few have been guided by theoreti
cal considerations (Champion & Jones, 1961; Trapold,
Homzie, & Rutledge, 1964; Wagner & Terry, 1975).
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Underscoring these limitations is the fact that although
Soviet efforts with the conventional US-CS paradigm have
fared little better than those in the West, Soviet
researchers' variations on the procedure have apparently
been more fruitful (Beritoff, 1965; Razran, 1956).
Although these variations have rarely been tested against
a control procedure, the circumstances under which Soviet
conditioning has been successful (characterized by a US
that is not so strong that it completely dominates the CS)
suggest that the ratio of the intensity between the stimuli
being paired is a critical parameter for effective condi
tioning (Razran, 1956, 1957). Moreover, the extant Soviet
statement on the backward CR, the theoretical formula
tion of conditioning known as the bidirectional hypothe
sis (Asratyan, 1965, 1967; Beritoff, 1965), which
elaborates on the conditions favorable to the backward
CR, provides both a methodology and a conceptual
schema for reexamining the phenomena.

The notion that associative connections are bidirec
tional, proceeding not only from the CS to the US but
from the US to the CS, is predicated upon the demon
stration of conditioning in a unique paradigm in which
each of the stimuli being paired elicits an observable
response. Thus, when a forelimb shock is paired with
food, the shock comes to elicit the salivary CR in typical
forward fashion; the presentation of food elicits the leg
lift in the backward direction. Although, relative to the
forward CR, the backward response is acknowledged to
be fragile, its appearance and strength are reportedly max
imized under conditions in which the stimuli being paired
are biologically significant and are arranged so that the
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intensity of the first stimulus exceeds that of the second
(Asratyan, 1965).

Conceptually, the absolute intensity of the stimuli be
ing paired is presumed to influence the overall level of
cortical excitability by determining the number of con
nections available between the cortical centers for each
stimulus. Thus CRs in both directions are observed to be
weakest with CS-CS pairings, and strongest with US-US
pairings. The strength of the individual connections, and
hence the directionality of conditioning, is presumably de
termined by the relative dominance of one cortical center
over the other. Thus, variations in stimulus intensity that
potentiate the relative strength of the first stimulus are
observed to produce a corresponding enhancement of the
backward CR-a result viewed as reflecting a modifica
tion in the balance of the relative excitability between the
cortical centers (Asratyan, 1965).

In the single test of the bidirectional hypothesis in this
country (see, however, Stephens, 1934; Wendt, 1930),
Gormezano and Tait (1976) paired oral injections of water
(USw) and airpuffs to the eye (USa) in the conditioning
of the rabbit's jaw movement and nictitating membrane
response. Comparisons between groups that received
USw-USa pairings and groups that received USa-USw
pairings revealed equivalent levels of forward condition
ing but differential performance in the backward CR, de
pending on the order of the stimuli being paired. With
water as the first stimulus (USw-USa), the jaw movement
CR elicited by the airpuff exhibited a typical acquisition
function; under the reverse order of pairing (USa-USw),
the nictitating membrane response elicited by the water
US showed an extinction-like function similar to that
described by Spooner and Kellogg (1947). Although, the
oretically, such differences could be accounted for on the
basis of a more intense water US, the appearance of an
uncharacteristically high level of responding among the
explicitly unpaired controls precluded an associative in
terpretation. Nevertheless, the orderliness of the functions
among the experimental groups, statistically compromised
perhaps by the vulnerability of the jaw movement response
to pseudoconditioning (Sheafor, 1975), raises the possi
bility that nonassociative factors arising within the con
trols are potentially obscuring the presumably fragile
backward CR. This suggests that one of the features of
Wagner and Terry's (1975) study, the use of experimen
tally sophisticated subjects, may have contributed signifi
cantly to their success by providing the sensitivity neces
sary for the detection of conditioning.

EXPERIMENT 1

In view of the limited research on the US-US paradigm
and the potential importance of a theoretical schema ap
propriate to both forward and backward conditioning, the
present research was designed to address the considera
tions raised by Asratyan (1965, 1967) and Razran (1956).
Together, these views suggest that the conditions favora
ble to the appearance of a backward CR are the pairing

of two relatively strong stimuli, presented so that the in
tensity of the first exceeds that of the second by some op
timal value.

A stringent test of the hypothesis and the role of
dominance requires the a priori specification of the in
tensive properties of the stimuli being paired. The use of
brief shocks, as they were employed for hand-withdrawal
conditioning in humans (Stephens, 1934), provides this
advantage; in the present study, involving the eat's fore
limb flexion response, a shock to one forepaw (US1)
preceded a shock to the other forepaw (US2) in paired
conditioning fashion. Thus the appearance of a con
tralateral CR with each US on test trials affords a direct
assessment of the bidirectionality of conditioning.' In ad
dition to avoiding the difficulty of equating the impact of
stimuli from different modalities, the use of otherwise
identical shocks permits a comparison of the development
of the forward and backward CRs within the same sub
ject. To maximize the appearance of the backward CR,
the intensity of US1 was arranged to exceed that of US2.
In the absence of formal data on appropriate ratios for
such conditioning, a US1:US2 ratio of 100:80 was
selected to provide a nominal dominance in favor of the
backward connection.

An ancillary issue addressed in the present experiment
concerned the amount of training required for the develop
ment of the backward CR. Pavlov's (1927, p. 393) re
vised view that the backward CR is transitory and limited
to the early stages of training finds support in current
research with conditioned suppression (Heth, 1976; Ma
honey & Ayres, 1976). In contrast, however, both Beritoff
(1965) and Asratyan (1972) have reported that the back
ward CR may benefit from extended training-a view that
finds some support in research with the Pavlovian proce
dure (Harlow, 1939; Wagner & Terry, 1975). Conse
quently, protracted training was provided in the present
experiment to evaluate the possibility that in the classical
paradigm, the development of the backward CR is
retarded.

Method
Subjects. The subjects were 12 adult cats: 8 intact males and 4

spayed females. All cats had previously served as subjects in clas
sical conditioning experiments involving the conditioned forelimb
response established to a neutral stimulus (D. D. Wickens, Tuber,
Nield, & C. D. Wickens, 1977).

Apparatus. The method of restraint for the cats has been
described in detail by D. D. Wickens, Meyer, and Sullivan (1961).
Briefly, the cat is supported in a nylon mesh sling suspended from
a rod 38 em above the surface of a table. The eat's legs extend
through four holes in the sling and are moderately restrained to fixed
points on the table. This provides a degree of support for the cat
and ensures that although the legs are free to move, they can be
reasonably equated for degree of extension. Strain gauges were at
tached to the restraints on the forelimbs to detect movements which
were then amplified by Hewlett-Packard preamplifiers and recorded
on a Sanborn 320 recorder. Two Applegate250 stimulators provided
the shock stimuli, which were applied to the forepaws through elec
trodes. The electrode sites were shaved weekly; prior to each ses
sion, they were cleaned with alcohol and prepared with an electro-
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Figure 1. Acquisition of conditioned responses as measured on test
trials to US} (forward conditioning) and to US2 (backward condi
tioning) for experimental and explicitly unpaired control groups.

Conditioned forelimb responses, which typically appear as large
and distinctive excursions of the polygraph pen, were judged in
dependently by two experienced raters (D. D. Wickens, Nield, Tuber,
& C. D. Wickens, 1969). Uncertainty with respect to the latency
and form characteristics of the backward CR, however, led to the
application of a liberal criterion; the raters accepted those movements
occurring between 200 and 1,500 msec after the presentation of the
test stimulus that were judged to have deviated in form and magni
tude from the prevailing pattern of background activity.
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Results and Discussion
Figure 1 depicts the mean percent responding on the

test trials for forward and backward conditioning iJ;J. both
the experimental and control groups. Since the cats in the
experimental group attained the terminal criterion at
different rates, their performance and that of their matched
controls have been distributed into successive sixths of
training for comparison.

As can be seen in Figure 1, forward conditioning as
measured on the US1 test trials was the most prominent
feature of the experiment. The average number of ses
sions required to attain the forward conditioning criterion
of 67% responding was 12.8 sessions (128 trials; range,
5 to 32 sessions). Correspondingly, the total length of
training for individual cats and their respective controls
ranged from 15 to 96 sessions.

Application of the Mann-Whitney U test confirmed that
the performance of the experimental group departed sig
nificantly from that of the control group at the third sixth

lytic cream. Timing of the stimulus events was controlled by
Tektronix pulse and waveform generators. The cat was exposed
to the experimental treatment in a Model 402 double-walled Indus
trial Acoustics chamber. The chamber was dimly illuminated and
50 dB SPL white noise provided a stable background and masking
sound. An observer remained inconspicuously in the chamber with
the cat to monitor the experiment and to ensure equality of the ten
sion on the strain gauges.

US1 and US2 were brief shocks of 60 msec duration. US1 was
programmed to be delivered to one forepaw, US2 to the other. The
intensity of USI for each cat was the intensity determined from
the cat's prior conditioning experience to be sufficient to support
forward conditioning to a neutral stimulus. Descriptively, it was
the minimum amount of shock necessary to produce a brisk, non
habituable flexion of the forelimb without disturbing the com
placency of the cat. The intensity of US2 for each cat was set at
80% of the valuedeterrnined for USl; thus, the USl:US2 ratio was
100:80. The actual USl values used in this study averaged 2.5 rnA
and ranged from 1.6 to 4.1 rnA. For the cats eventually designated
as the experimental group, the average was 2.46 rnA (range
1.6-4.1 rnA); for the cats assigned to the control condition, the aver
age was 2.5 rnA (range 2.1-3.5 rnA).

Procedure. Based on their prior experimental history, the cats
were distributed into three squads of 4 cats. Within each squad,
pairs of cats were matched on the basis of their previously demon
strated rate of learning and one member of each pair was then ran
domly assigned to each condition (experimental and matched con
trol). In order to minimize any systematic effect of prior response
learning on either the forward or the backward CR, the pairs were
counterbalanced with respect to the paw designated to receive US1.

The cats in the experimental group received daily conditioning
sessions consisting of 12 trials each. For 10 of the trials, USI and
US2 were presented in paired fashion at an interstimulus interval
(lSI) of 750 msec. The 2 remaining trials were designated as tests
for forward and backward conditioning and consisted of one inter
spersed presentation of USI alone (the test for the forward CR)
and one presentation of US2 (the test for the backward CR). The
ordinal position of these test trials varied across the 5-day experimen
tal week, with the order of precedence of the USI and US2 test
trials alternating between sessions. The intertrial interval averaged
45 sec and ranged from 30 to 60 sec in steps of 15 sec. Each cat
remained on this conditioning regimen for a period of training equal
to three times the number of trials required for the cat to attain a
forward conditioning criterion of four CRs out of six consecutive
test trials to US1.

Each cat assigned to the control group received the same num
ber ofUS1and US2 presentations each session, and the same number
of sessions, as did the cat in the experimental group with which
it was matched. The stimuli, however, were presented in explicitly
unpaired fashion on a quasi-random schedule of occurrence such
that no stimulus could occur more than twice in succession. Five
basic schedules were devised that provided for the appearance of
a US1 or US2 event at average intervals of 25 sec (intervals ranged
from 10 to 50 sec in 5-sec steps). The positions of the designated
test trials for US1 and US2 corresponded to the ordinal positions
of the test trials being sampled in the experimental group.

Immediately prior to the start of the experiment, the cats were
reintroduced to the experimental chamber for three sessions, one
per day, during which they were simply placed briefly into the re
straining sling, suspended, and refamiliarized with the electrodes
and strain gauges. On Day 4, each cat was exposed to four presen
tations of US1, followed on Day 5 by four presentations of US2.
Each stimulus was delivered to the appropriate paw and at the in
tensity designated for that paw. The conditioning andcontrol proce
dures were then initiated on the first day of the subsequent week
and were continued until each subject achieved the overtraining
criterion.
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of training and remained so at subsequent stages of train
ing (U = 1, P = .(02).

The mean latency for the forward CR exhibited only
minor fluctuations over the course of conditioning. The
mean latency obtained during the final sixth of training
(620 msec; range 540 to 660 msec) is consistent with con
ventional leg flexion conditioning using a neutral CS
(Wickens et al., 1969).

Similar comparisons of the mean performance of the
experimental and control groups on the tests for back
ward conditioning were uniformly nonsignificant. Al
though the small number of subjects responding pre
cludes a detailed analysis of the data, the directionality
of the differences observed within the matched pairs on
parameters independent of the averaging bias introduced
by vincentization (number of trials to first CR and total
number of responses) equally favored the experimental
and control conditions.

These results are consistent in demonstrating yet another
failure to obtain backward conditioning with a traditional
Pavlovian paradigm. Despite the fact that dominance, as
defined by US intensity, favored the development of the
backward connection, it is clear that the influence of tem
poral priority prevailed.

It is also apparent that the absence of backward condi
tioning cannot reasonably be ascribed to a failure to pro
vide sufficient training. Under the conditions of this ex
periment, the extended conditioning criterion of 200%
overtraining seems to allow ample opportunity to observe
any retarded development of the backward CR. Nor can

100: 80

the failure be attributed to a confounding by the level of
performance in the control groups: The paw withdrawal
response, due either to its inherently low sensitivity to
pseudoconditioning or to the experimental sophistication
of the cats, provided a sufficiently unobtrusive background
against which to assess any excitatory processes in the
paired, experimental condition. An example of the eat's
forepaw behavior during conditioning and testing is
presented in Figure 2.

EXPERIMENT 2

One of the most compelling arguments presented by
Asratyan (1965) in support of the role of the differential
excitability of the cortical centers in the initiation and
maintenance of the backward CR involves the manipula
tions of US intensities that either potentiate an existing
backward CR or reactivate one that is latent. In a study
by Liang Ji-An (cited in Asratyan, 1965), a shock to a
dog's foreleg was paired with food at an lSI of 10 sec.
The backward CR, a leg lift elicited by the presentation
of food, proved to be the weaker connection and, with
continued training, eventually disappeared. Reactivation
of the CR, however, was possible by either of two
methods: increasing the intensity of the US1 shock, or
reducing the impact of the food US2 by satiating the dog
prior to the experiment. In both cases, according to
Asratyan, the resulting effect was to change the relative
dominance of the center for US I, thereby reinstating the
backward CR. It is the latter manipulation that is particu-
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Figure 2. Characteristic appearance of unconditioned responses (URs) during conditioning (left panel); on test trials in
response to USl (middle panel); and in response to US2 (right panel). For the cat whose responses are shown, USl was deli
vered to the left forepaw, US2 to the right.
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Figure 3. Effect of successive reductions in US2 intensity on the
maintenance of the conditioned response as measured on test trials
to USl and US2.

Method
Subjects. The subjects were five of the six pairs of cats used in

Experiment 1. The sixth pair was excused from the experiment due
to differentialexperience following their participation in Experiment 1.
periment 1.

Procedure. Immediately following the completion of the termi
nal criterion for Experiment I, the cats were exposed to succes
sive reductions in the intensity of US2 on the following schedule:
four sessions with a USI:US2 ratio of 100:60; four sessions with
a ratio of 100:40; and four sessions with a ratio of 100:20. Ex
posure to the latter ratio, and the experiment proper, was concluded
when the performance of the forward CR decreased to a level of
no more than one CR on four successive test trials for the forward
CR. All other conditions of training and testing were the same as
described for Experiment 1.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

Results and Discussion
Figure 3 reflects the effect of successive reductions in

US2 intensity on conditioning at each of the three stages,
with reference to the final 4 sessions of Experiment 1 at
the 100:80 ratio. Due to the differential attrition of the
cats as they reached the terminal extinction criterion, only
the first 4 sessions of 100:20 are shown. Only 2 cats
achieved the extinction criterion within the first 4 sessions
at 100:20; the criterion was achieved by all cats in an aver
age of6.6 sessions (range 4-11 sessions). An analysis of
variance performed on the forward conditioning tests
across the four levels of US2 intensity was significant
[F(3,12) = 17.7,p < .01]. A post hoc analysis indicated
that only at the 100:20 ratio was performance significantly
different (p < .01).

The results of Experiment 2 do not corroborate the find
ings of Liang Ji-An (cited in Asratyan, 1965). Reducing
the intensity of US2 did not have the effect of restoring
the backward connection-assuming, of course, that it was
present in the first place. Instead, the consequence of such
a reduction is a gradual weakening of the forward CR,
an effect that is consistent with the general literature on
US intensity and conditioning with a neutral CS.

These experiments sought to directly accommodate the
various conditions and conceptions implicated in the initia
tion and maintenance of the backward CR, principally
those of Asratyan (1965, 1967) and Razran (1956, 1957).
Among the most salient features of the present research
was the ability to specify, a priori, the relative intensity
of the stimuli being paired and to manipulate the degree
of dominance in an attempt to maximize the appearance
of the backward CR. In addition, testing for both forward
and backward conditioning occurred throughout all stages
of a very protracted training regimen ensuring that all
views on the temporal origin of the CR could be satisfied
and evaluated. Finally, the stability of the paw withdrawal
response system provided the necessary sensitivity in the
control condition against which any such associative ef
fects could have been detected. Yet despite these consider
ations, the results of both experiments were markedly
negative.

Two principal reasons have traditionally been offered
for the failure of backward conditioning. The first, ini
tially proposed by Pavlov (1927, p. 392), attributes the
failure to the disruptive effects of external inhibition, or
to a masking produced by the intensity of the first stimu
lus on the second. However, the US-US paradigm, as used
in the present report, argues against this point: Recep
tion of the second stimulus is reflected overtly as the un
conditioned response, and its presence on each training trial
ensures that the stimulus is at least available for the
potential association. More importantly, the fact that for
ward conditioning occurred within the US-US procedure
offers direct verification that US2 was indeed having a
central effect.
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lady attractive, because with the reduction of the inten
sity of US2, and hence a reduction in the overall inten
sity of the paired compound, any emerging CR is immune
to arguments that appeal to the process of sensitization
in promoting the reinstatement.

Moreover, the failure to obtain conditioning in Experi
ment 1 may be attributable to the selection of an inap
propriate US1:US2 ratio. If the ratio was inappropriate,
the relative excitability of US1 may not have been suffi
ciently different from that of US2 to initiate the backward
CR, and the forward CR may have prevailed from the
onset of conditioning. In view of the results of Liang Ji
An's experiment, exposing the cats of Experiment 1 to
reductions in the intensity of US2 should remedy any
potential imbalance between USI and US2 and provide
a test of the lability of relative dominance.
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The second reason regards the selection of inappropri
ate US1:US2 ratios (Razran, 1956). The successive reduc
tions in the intensity of US2 in Experiment 2 of the present
study sought to address this possibility. Although a
weakening of the forward CR was in fact observed, as
predicted by Asratyan's conceptualization, such a decre
ment was not accompanied by the emergence of the back
ward CR.

Together, these experiments corroborate and extend the
conclusion reached by Gormezano and Tait (1976). The
results seriously question the utility of the bidirectional
hypothesis as a schema for addressing the backward CR
and offer no support for the validity of a phenomenon that
has been, so remarkably, a continuing source of interest.
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NOTE

I. The characteristics of the forward CR based on this response sys
tem have been previously described (D. D. Wickens, Nield, Tuber, &
C. D. Wickens, 1969). Especially critical with regard to the US-US
paradigm is the fact that each of the eat's forepaws can be viewed as
an independent response system: Not only does the mild shock to one
forepaw not activate the contralateral forelimb, but when each forelimb
has been conditioned independently to respond with morphologically
different characteristics to different stimuli, simultaneous presentation
of the stimuli elicits both responses simultaneously (D. D. Wickens,
1973).
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